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Purpose of this Report

The purpose of this report is to summarize key research results from the Trans PULSE Project that may be useful in discussions, debates or policy creation related to human rights in multiple jurisdictions. As Trans PULSE results have been used by the Canadian Human Rights Commission,¹ and are heavily cited in the Ontario Human Rights Commission’s 2014 policy on gender identity and discrimination,² we sought to create a summary of research findings that have been of greatest interest with regard to human rights issues.

Trans PULSE Project

The Trans PULSE Project is a research study of social determinants of health among trans (transgender, transsexual or transitioned) people in the province of Ontario, Canada. Early capacity-building stages and focus groups were funded by the Wellesley Institute and the Ontario HIV Treatment Network. A subsequent survey was funded by two operating grants from the Canadian Institutes of Health Research. To date, the project has produced 14 academic research articles in peer-reviewed journals, 5 reports created at the request of government or community service agencies, and 8 e-bulletins to provide short summaries of key findings in easily accessible formats.

Data for Trans PULSE come from community soundings (focus groups) conducted in three Ontario cities in 2006 with 85 trans community members and 4 family members, and from a survey in 2009-2010 of 433 trans Ontarians age 16 and over. The survey was conducted using a method called respondent-driven sampling (RDS), a rigorous method for researching populations for which a random sample cannot be obtained. In RDS, participants are systematically recruited through previous participants’ social networks. A key feature of RDS is that data on networks is gathered in the research process, allowing results to be weighted for the probability of recruitment (so those with smaller networks are weighted more heavily, as they are standing in for more people who were not reached). Thus, all statistics presented are generalizable to the population of networked trans people in Ontario (those who know at least one other trans person).

At the time of survey data collection, gender identity and expression were included implicitly in human rights protections under the ground of “sex”, and in some situations under “disability”. Trans people were often able to change the gender marker on their driver’s license (if they had one), without being required to have any surgeries, but were not usually able to change their Ontario birth certificates or health cards. These policies have all changed in the intervening years, following the addition of “gender identity or gender expression” as a protected ground,³ and a successful Ontario Human Rights case regarding sex designation change.⁴

³ Toby’s Act (Right to be Free from Discrimination and Harassment because of Gender Identity or Gender Expression), 2012. Available at: http://www.ontla.on.ca/web/bills/bills_detail.do?locale=en&BillID=2574
As our study was designed to examine social determinants of health among trans people, we focus heavily on experiences of transphobia. Transphobia is a broad term that can encompass everything from hate crimes directed at trans people, to structural barriers to inclusion in institutional settings (e.g. schools, hospitals, employment), to interpersonal discrimination. Since our study was a study of health and well-being rather than a legal study, some forms of transphobia we studied will meet the threshold for human rights violations (e.g. firing from job due to gender identity) and others will in most cases fall below the threshold (e.g. disparaging comments).

Who are Trans People in Ontario?

Trans people in Ontario report a full range of ages and occupations, and are geographically distributed across the province proportionally to the population. They belong to all ethno-racial groups, and 7% identify as Aboriginal. Of course, trans people also form families: 44% are in a committed relationship and 24% are parents. While they may not have had language for it at the time, 59% knew that their gender identity did not match their body before the age of 10, and 80% had this knowledge by the age of 14. Gender identity is often clear years before people socially transition to live in their core gender. While approximately 80% of Ontario trans people have socially transitioned to live their day-to-day lives in their core gender, most full-time, only 8% report that they had begun living in their core gender by age 14. It is important to note that there is a lot of sex and gender diversity within trans communities. About three-quarters of trans people indicate they need to transition medically, which may involve different combinations of hormones and/or surgery for different individuals. Though trans women have received greater media attention, there are about equal numbers of trans people on male-to-female and female-to-male spectrums in Ontario. About 1 in 5 trans people do not identify as male or female, or even as primarily masculine or feminine. These more gender-fluid people can identify as both male and female, neither male nor female, or as something else entirely (e.g. as another traditional gender recognized by Aboriginal or other cultural groups).

---


Discrimination and Violence Experienced by Trans Persons

In everyday life, trans people experience the effects of living in a society in which stigma and discrimination against trans people are common. In addition to instances of discrimination and violence that would constitute human rights violations, trans Ontarians nearly universally report that they have experienced some type of “everyday transphobia”. For example, 96% had heard that trans people were not normal, 73% had been made fun of for being trans, and 78% reported their family had been hurt or embarrassed. These daily indignities can take their toll; 77% worried about growing old as a trans person, and 67% feared they would die young.

Employment barriers and discrimination

Among trans Ontarians, 13% had been fired for being trans (another 15% were fired, and believed it might be because they were trans). Because they were trans, 18% were turned down for a job; another 32% suspected this was why they were turned down. Additionally, 17% declined a job they had applied for and were actually offered, because of the lack of a trans-positive and safe work environment. In addition to direct discriminatory experiences, trans people experience structural barriers to employment, in systems that are not designed for the possibility of trans experience. For example, 28% of trans Ontarians could not get employment references with their current name or pronoun, and 58% could not get academic transcripts with the correct name or sex designation. This places people in the difficult position of outing themselves up-front in job applications, or being unable to draw on their actual job histories to strengthen their applications.

Discrimination in medical care

One in ten trans people who had accessed an emergency room presenting in their felt gender had been refused care or had care terminated prematurely, because they were trans. One-quarter reported being belittled or ridiculed by an emergency care provider for being trans. Among those with a family physician, approximately 40% had experienced discriminatory behaviour from a family doctor at least once. These
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experiences included refusal of care or refusal to examine specific body parts, being ridiculed, and the use of demeaning language.13

A participant in the first qualitative phase of Trans PULSE described their experience seeking health care as follows14(p.355).

I got told by one of those three doctors that I should probably seek health care elsewhere... because, for some reason, he did not know [that I was trans] in advance, because that wasn’t what I was seeing him for, and when he found out, he pretty much said word for word, “Please go someplace else,” so that he wouldn’t have to deal with it. Now, thankfully, this guy’s leaving town in about a week, so I wouldn’t care... but it bothers me immensely that we’re still treated that way by people who should know better.

Violence

Trans people are the targets of specifically directed violence; 20% had been physically or sexually assaulted for being trans, and another 34% had been verbally threatened or harassed but not assaulted.15 Many did not report these assaults to the police; in fact, 24% reported having been harassed by police.16 Trans people also face violence in institutional settings such as prisons; 6% of Trans PULSE participants had been in prison or jail, and one-third of them reported experiencing violence due to their gender (above and beyond violence they may have encountered for other reasons).17 Importantly, being incarcerated in a facility appropriate to their gender identity was not sufficient to protect them from transphobic violence.

Identity documents

Trans people face issues with both federal and provincial identification documents that have sex designations (i.e. have a visible “M” or “F” on the document to indicate sex). These include passports, driver’s licenses, Indian Status cards, military IDs, permanent resident cards, and health cards. As of 2009-2010, among trans Ontarians who had socially transitioned to live full-time as men or women, and who had changed their legal names to reflect this, many did not have concordant ID. Only 30% had changed the sex designation on all of their federal and provincial identity documents; 31% had not changed the sex designation on any identity document.18

---

Impacts of Discrimination and Violence on Social Participation and Health

Our research results show that experiences of discrimination and violence can result in exclusion from social spaces, unemployment, avoidance of health care, and poor mental health. It is likely that similar processes play out in systems that we have not studied in detail, such as education and social services. Moreover, trans-specific discrimination may not be the only form of discrimination experienced. For example, we have documented experiences of racial discrimination experienced by trans persons of colour, and shown that racism and transphobia can interact synergistically to put trans persons of colour who experience high levels of both at particularly high risk for HIV.19

Avoidance of public spaces and exclusion from communities

Approximately two-thirds of trans people in Ontario had avoided public spaces or situations because they feared harassment, being perceived as trans, or being “outed” as trans.20 Among those who had begun to live in their felt gender full or part-time, this proportion was higher (83%). The majority (57%) of trans Ontarians had avoided public washrooms due to these safety fears. Gyms, travel abroad, malls, schools, and restaurants were also commonly avoided. Avoidance of public spaces may reflect the detrimental effects of past experiences of transphobic violence. Of those who had experienced physical and/or sexual violence due to being trans, 97% report avoiding at least one type of public space, and one-third had avoided most of the spaces we inquired about. In addition, discrimination may force trans people to leave their communities and neighbourhoods of origin; 32% of trans Ontarians had to move away because they were trans, either for their safety or to access services.19

Avoidance of health care

Past experiences of discrimination in health care settings or the fear of such discrimination, as well as a lack of identification that reflects one’s lived gender, may lead trans people to avoid encounters with the health care system. That 21% have avoided the emergency department when they needed it, specifically due to being trans,21 demonstrates the potential for discrimination to have life-and-death consequences for trans people.


Economic marginalization

Considering the employment challenges described above, it is perhaps not surprising that while trans Ontarians reported a wide range of annual incomes, their median income was $15,000 per year. Given levels of education and experience (44% had a post-secondary and/or graduate degree), this represents significant underemployment. While some trans people report high salaries, a sizeable proportion get by with economic assistance from provincial disability pension (ODSP), welfare (OW) or employment insurance (EI).

Mental health and suicide

Trans people experience extremely high levels of depression and suicide. More than half of trans people in Ontario have levels of depressive symptoms consistent with clinical depression, while 43% had a history of attempting suicide, including 10% within the past year.

Contrary to the notion that depression and suicidality are primarily attributable to distress inherent to being trans, we found evidence that discrimination and violence had strong adverse impacts on mental health. This means that interventions to improve the social and human rights situation of trans people have the potential to reduce depression and suicidality. We found that having identity documents concordant with lived gender, reduced exposure to discrimination and violence, and access to medical transition treatments (if needed) could contribute to reducing the number of trans people in Ontario who consider and attempt suicide, as illustrated in the figures on the following page.

In addition to protection from harassment, violence and discrimination, social support and family support are essential to the well-being of trans people. For trans people of all ages, social support and parental support for gender were associated with lower risk of attempting suicide. While social and family support are not direct
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products of human rights protections, it is plausible that greater formal recognition of gender identity and/or expression would result in greater social acceptance and support for gender.

Potential impacts of social interventions for trans people on suicidal distress

Current proportion of trans population that consider suicide in a year — 35%

- **24%** if all trans people had at least one legal ID with sex designation matching lived gender (among those transitioning full-time to male or female)
- **18%** if transphobic experiences decreased to the current 10th percentile for all trans people
- **21%** if we had full access to complete medical transition for all trans people who need to transition (treatment varied according to individual)
- **24%** if social support increased to the current 90th percentile for all trans people (fairly strong support)
- **19%** if all trans people had strong parental support for their gender
- **??** All of these interventions together

Projected proportion of trans population that would consider suicide in a year, given change in one selected factor *

Potential additional impacts of social interventions for trans people on the suicide attempt rate (among those who seriously considered suicide)

Current annual suicide attempt rate, among trans people who seriously considered suicide in the past year — 30%

- **14%** if all trans people had at least one legal ID with sex designation matching lived gender (among those transitioning full-time to male or female)
- **11%** if transphobic experiences decreased to the current 10th percentile for all trans people
- **11%** if we had full access to complete medical transition for all trans people who need to transition (treatment varied according to individual)
- **8%** if social support increased to the current 90th percentile for all trans people (fairly strong support)
- **18%** if all trans people were protected from transphobic physical or sexual assault
- **??** All of these interventions together

Projected annual attempt rates for trans people considering suicide, given change in one selected factor *

* Projected using model-adjusted risks, adjusting for non-intervenable socio-demographics and background risk factors (e.g., major mental health disorder, childhood abuse)
Greater social acceptance and support for gender identity are particularly important for trans youth, among whom parental support is a key contributor to well-being. Among youth age 16-24 who reported their parents were strongly supportive of their gender identity or expression, 4% reported attempting suicide in the past year. While this is still far too high, it is 93% lower than suicide attempts among trans youth whose parents were not strongly supportive. Within that group, 57% attempted suicide in the past year. Youth with supportive parents were also significantly more likely to be adequately housed, to not be depressed, to have high self-esteem, and to report being satisfied with their lives.

**Moving Forward**

Additional results from Trans PULSE may be found in the publications referenced, for which we have provided links wherever possible. We recognize that our one project will not have produced all information that is desired for discussions regarding protected grounds as well as human rights policies for government commissions (e.g. Ontario), businesses, and non-government organizations. Given the unique data set we have, and in recognition of the public funds provided for the conduct of our study, we hope this summary will be useful both in Canada and abroad.

---
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